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Lofiistudios

Business Plan Overview,

Every great idea needs an even better Website. Lofiistudios, caters to just that need.

Lofiistudios, a “Creative Space” where people come to build beautiful websites.
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About,

Lofiistudios, a space for creativity.

(Narrated By The Coolest Voice You Can Think Of)

Typically you can find prototypes (ideas just getting off the ground) on this site. I created a digital

“Creative Space” to put my ideas to the test. I needed to know if I was “on to something” or “completely full

of S@!#”

Aesthetics is my style. “Content” “Websites” + a frequently updated “Book” is my game. Over the years I’ve

learned to take a more humble & simple approach towards life allowing me to master the enjoyable + insightful

user experience.

I’m an artist and this is my virtual book. breathe easy……and continue

1. The most important role you ask? A quality user experience.

2. What sets me apart from others? I hate creating the same “Content” twice. I do my best to leave

thoughtful surprises with each project.
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A. PRIVACY POLICY

LoFiiStudios is committed to protecting your privacy and safeguarding your personal information. The purpose of

this privacy policy (the “Privacy Policy”) is to inform you about our privacy practices, including how we

collect, use and disclose your personal information. This privacy policy applies to the site, mobile

applications (collectively, the “Lofiistudios services”). By visiting, accessing, or using the LoFiistudios

site, you consent to the policies and practices of this privacy policy so please read carefully. This privacy

policy is not intended to override the terms of any contract with Lofiistudios nor any rights you may have

under other applicable data privacy laws. If any policies or practices of this privacy policy are unacceptable

to you, please do not visit, access, or use the Lofiistudios site.

1. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios made a policy to respect and protect all users of the site's privacy + personal information.
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B. DISCLAIMER

We may disclose your personal information to law enforcement and governmental entities when required by law or

in the good-faith belief that such action is necessary to comply with applicable laws, in response to a

facially valid court order, judicial or other government subpoena or warrant, or to otherwise cooperate with

law enforcement or other governmental agencies. Lofiistudios may also disclose your personal information to a

third party in the event of any potential or completed reorganization, merger, sale, joint venture, assignment,

transfer or other disposition of all or any portion of our business. We rely on third party services providers

to perform a variety of services on our behalf, such as identity verification, detection of fraud or security

threats, telephone or technical support, payment card processing, hosting services, and data storage or

processing, and we may transfer your personal information to our service providers for such purposes. If you

wish to request access, correct, amend, or delete inaccurate personal information processed by Lofiistudios

then please email create@lofiistudios.com with subject matter “personal information update” with the user's

full name, reason for reaching out. Lofiistudios will respond to such requests in a timely manner upon

verification and in accordance with applicable law, on an individual case by case basis (for example, thirty

(30) days under the GDPR), unless otherwise instructed in special cases.

2. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios has a disclaimer covering topics when working with law enforcement & topics if reorganization

occurs.

mailto:create@lofiistudios.com
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C. PERSONAL INFORMATION COLLECTED?

The personal information collected about you include the following; when you open an account, attend an event,

subscribe to a plan, or fill out a service form via the Lofiistudios site or app, Lofiistudios may collect your

first name, last name, email address, username and password, and any other information offered through the

service form only. Additionally, during the checkout process via the shop page, Lofiistudios will ask you to

provide credit/debit card information, address, & full name + contact in compliance with law. Lastly, optional

details on your approved account profile, including profile picture, photos, location data, personal website,

instagram username, twitter username and facebook profile.

Applicable legal grounds: legitimate interests (to enable us to perform our obligations and provide

Lofiistudios site “content” & “services”);

* Device Analytics – information that automatically collects data & statistics about your device and use of

Lofiistudios site via a professionally curated system, which manages and tracks but are not limited to, site

traffic, likes on post or video, follows, unfollow, membership + subscription sign-ups, & payments for products

& service.

You understand and agree that Lofiistudios uses the information you provide via service form applications, are

meant to gather information by a third-party applications analytical system, which help but are not limited to

( meaning the third-party site will constantly be updated, providing more options regarding the use of the

application by the makers of the application ) enhancing Lofiistudios site, improving project management, team

building, financial, and marketing performance.

3. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios gathers personal information via service forms & analytics.
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C.1. USER CONTENT

Lofiistudios film department allows you to submit “user-content” to the site, and related personal data if you

so choose. “User-content” includes, audio, wav, mp3, gifs, written comments, links, pictures, & videos.

4. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios allows “user-content” to be submitted to the film department on site.
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C.2. THIRD-PARTY SITE + SERVICE

Lofiistudios privacy policy does not apply to the practices of third parties that are not owned or controlled

by Lofiistudios, including but not limited to any third party websites, services and applications (each a

"Third Party Service") that you access through the Lofiistudios site via hyperlinks ( meaning “learn more”,

“view more” “wwww.sitename.com” links typically colored and or underlined).

Lofiistudios cannot take responsibility for the “content” or “privacy policies” of those third-party services.

You are encouraged to carefully review the privacy policies of any third-party service you access.

5. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios privacy policy does not apply to third-party services nor does Lofiistudios take responsibility

for linked third-party services & websites found via Lofiistudios hyperlinks.
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C.3. INFORMATION FROM OTHERS

You may be able to register to access Lofiistudios site using a third-party service, for example social media

accounts (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, etc.). You may also use your account on our site to interact with your

accounts on these other third-party services using sharing tools ( meaning small icons, when clicked, will lead

to other sites allowing you to post information to your social networks outside of the Services via (“Share”).

By using these tools or third-party service, you acknowledge that some information ( such as your IP address,

language preferences, timestamp and identifiers related to your request ) may be transmitted to Lofiistudios

server log, and that such information and content is covered by this privacy policy. The third-party service

that operates the tool may also collect some information about your browser or online activity, subjecting you

to their privacy policy. Therefore, we encourage you to read the privacy policies and other policies of any

third-party services, including without limitation any applicable social networks, that you use in connection

with Lofiistudios site.

6. SHORT-TERM

You may access other third-party sites subjecting you to their privacy policy via “share tools” found on

Lofiistudios site.
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C.4. PERSONAL DATA OF CHILDREN

Lofiistudios does not collect or solicit personal data from anyone under the age of 13. If you are under 13,

please do not attempt to register for the services or send any personal data about yourself to us. If we learn

that we have collected personal data from a child under age 13, we will delete that information as quickly as

possible. If you believe that a child under 13 may have provided us personal data, reach out at

create@lofiistudios.com with subject matter “Under 13 Access” along with your

1. Full name,

2. Details of claim,

and Lofiistudios will respond in a timely manner.

7. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios does not collect or solicit personal data from anyone under the age of 13.

mailto:create@lofiistudios.com
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D. INFORMATION AUTOMATICALLY COLLECTED

Typically Lofiistudios site automatically collect usage information, including the number and frequency of

visitors, time spent on site, page clicks. This

1. Aggregate - statistical personal information which does not trace back to you, your account, or web

browser

form of data gathering, provides a statistical measure & not in a manner that would not identify you

personally. This enables Lofiistudios to analyze and improve site user experience.

8. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios automatically collects certain usage information from you including but not limited to site

visits.
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E. ALL ABOUT COOKIES

- Cookies are pieces of text that may be provided to your computer or device through your web browser

when you access a website.

Your browser stores cookies in a manner associated with each website you visit. Lofiistudios may use cookies to

recognize your web browser and report how and when you visit the site and otherwise use the services. Cookies,

by themselves, do not contain personal data. However, Lofiistudios may match cookies with your personal data to

identify you, and to identify that your web browser has accessed aspects of the site that is associated with

your account if you have one.

Lofiistudios may use third-party web analytics service providers to use cookies or similar technologies to

collect information about your use of the site including but not limited to Google Analytics, to help better

understand how users navigate the site, and to enhance your experience. Lofiistudios encourages you to visit

and read Google’s privacy policy which can be found using this link;

https://policies.google.com/technologies/partner-sites and to opt-out of data recording and analysis by Google

Analytics on the services, please visit https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout

Generally, browsers give you the option for turning off the cookie feature, preventing your browser from

accepting unwanted cookies. This privacy policy covers only Lofiistudios use of cookies. You understand and

agree that Lofiistudios does not manage, take responsibility, nor will be held liable for other third-party

sites cookie policy.

9. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios may use cookies to assist with web browser traffic. You have the option to turn off the

cookie feature.

https://policies.google.com/technologies/partner-sites
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout
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F. COMMUNICATION

Lofiistudios may use your personal information to send you promotional content and messages by email, text

messages, and notifications if you are a subscribed member within the site. If you do not wish to receive such

promotional messages or calls, you may at any time “unsubscribe”.

Lofiistudios may also contact you with important information regarding the site, for example;

1. If a certain “service” “content” or “product” is temporarily or permanently suspended.

2. Replying to your support ticket or e-mail.

3. Event and community gatherings.

4. Discount opportunities, affiliate marketing opportunities.

5. Collaboration opportunities, career opportunities.

6. Sending you reminders or warnings regarding upcoming or late payments for your current or upcoming

subscriptions.

7. Forward abuse complaints regarding your user experience.

8. Notifying you of major changes in our site.

It is important that you are always able to receive site messages. For this reason, Lofiistudios hope you

understand that you are not able to opt-out of receiving such communication messages unless you are no longer

subscribed to the site.

10. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios may send you messages to update you about changes to site if you are a subscribed member only.
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G. ADVERTISING

Lofiistudios may use advertisements to target and serve niche users, using your IP address to send you

geographically-targeted advertisements, and may come from third-party companies called "ad networks."

Ad networks include;

1. Third party ad servers,

2. Ad agencies,

3. Ad technology vendors

4. Research firms.

Lofiistudios may use the data collected to learn and make enhancements to offer you a better site + mobile

internet experience. Some “ad networks” may use;

1. Cookies - data collection tracker

2. Web beacons - anonymous auditing enhancer

and other technologies to collect information about your use of the apps and other websites, including;

1. Your IP address,

2. Web browser,

3. Pages viewed,

4. Time spent on pages,

5. Links clicked &

6. Conversion information.

This information may be used for example;

1. Language preference in site,

2. Analyze and track data in site + social media,

3. Determine the popularity of certain “content” in site + social media.

We may also collect “advertising identifiers” from your mobile device.

1. Advertising identifiers - resettable ad delivery, such as Google Ad ID, Apple IDFA.

11. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios may use advertisements to target, inform, gather, and update site & app users through the use of

in-house curated “content” or third-party “ad network” devices.
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H. YOUR GENERAL PUBLIC INFO + SERVICES

1. The user profile,

2. Account,

3. Village

4. Directory,

5. Submitted “content” via “featured creative” channel on film page,

6. Comments, & Testimonials.

Provide general information to the public that you choose to provide, including

1. Your username,

2. Photo of yourself,

3. Phone number,

4. Email,

5. Followers,

6. Views,

7. Brief insights about user accomplishments,

8. & hyperlinks to other social platforms.

may be displayed to other users to facilitate user interaction within the site & service. This information will

be displayed to other users based on your privacy settings. Lofiistudios will not directly reveal your contact

information if you choose not to. Some of your user activity and “content” on and through the site is public by

default. This may include the following services & site features;

12. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios may show limited info regarding your personal information in public areas by default in accordance

with certain features and services within the site & app. You may choose to edit what can be displayed to

others in the site & app by editing account; settings > preferences.
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H.1 “DIRECTORY”

Lofiistudios only shows you the;

1. User name,

2. Email,

3. Phone number,

4. & links to website.

This service is made as a business networking solution only for “paid subscribers” who are looking to expand

their social network. This service is also a part of certain subscription plans. Any user listed in the

directory that wishes to have their information removed can send an email to create@lofisitudios.com with

subject matter “Remove from directory” along with;

1. Full name,

2. & brief description.

13. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios provides a premium feature service to “paid subscribers” only giving the user access to an

extensive professionally curated list of industry pro contacts to expand user networks.

mailto:create@lofisitudios.com
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H.2 “VILLAGE”

Lofiistudios only shows you the;

5. User name,

6. Email,

7. Phone number,

8. & link to website.

9. Brief insight + accomplishments,

10. Followers,

11. Average views,

12. & links to users “content”.

This service is made as an entertainment feature only for “paid subscribers” who are looking to expand their

social network and learn about the lofi community. This service is also a part of certain subscription plans.

Any user listed in the “Village” that wishes to have their information removed can send an email to

create@lofisitudios.com with subject matter “Remove from village” along with;

3. Full name,

4. & brief description.

14. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios provides a premium feature service to “paid subscribers” only giving the user access to

professional content creators, beat makers, & internet radio hosts of prominent or active influencers,

including insight and brief analytics about each user.

mailto:create@lofisitudios.com
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H.3 “USER-PROFILE”

Lofiistudios only shows you the;

5. User name,

6. & followers,

This service is available automatically with the purchace of a “paid subscription”. All paid users can freely

see all members signed up to the Lofiistudios site. Any user who does not wish to have a “User-profile” can

remain anonymous, or simply not update your user profile. Special requests will be handled via

create@lofisitudios.com with subject matter “User-profile request” along with;

7. Full name,

8. & brief description.

15. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios provides a premium feature service to “paid subscribers” only giving the user access to a standard

user account by default.

mailto:create@lofisitudios.com
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H.4 “ACCOUNT”

Lofiistudios only shows you the;

1. User name,

2. Blog comments, posts, likes,

3. Shop orders,

4. Payment details,

5. Service bookings,

6. Followers,

7. Profile,

8. Subscriptions,

9. Settings,

10. & Drafts.

This service is available automatically with the purchace of a “paid subscription”. All paid users can freely

customize their featured pages to their liking on the Lofiistudios site. You understand and agree that this

feature cannot be removed and any user who does not wish to have an “Account” should not purchace a “paid

subscription” and simply use the free version. Special requests will be handled via create@lofisitudios.com

with subject matter “Account request” along with;

9. Full name,

10. & brief description.

16. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios standard account offers a variety of personal information options to customize to your preference,

with options to show, post, upload, share, privatize, link, track history, and payment details, in the account.

mailto:create@lofisitudios.com
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H.5 “SUBMISSIONS OF USER-CONTENT”

Lofiistudios only shows you the;

1. User name,

2. Content Description,

3. Production credits,

4. & social links to original users.

This service is available for anyone looking to have their “content” on the film department page giving them

access to the “featured creative” channel. All interested content creators must first complete the service form

found at the bottom of the film page. You understand and agree that this feature is a “paid feature” only,

meant to provide exposure opportunities for interested content creators. Special requests will be handled via

create@lofisitudios.com with subject matter “Interested in submission” along with;

5. Full name,

6. Brief description,

7. & service form filled out.

17. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios standard account offers a variety of personal information options to customize to your preference,

with options to show, post, upload, share, privatize, link, track history, and payment details, in account.

mailto:create@lofisitudios.com
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H.6 “COMMENTS & TESTIMONIALS”

Lofiistudios only shows you the;

1. User name,

2. User photo,

3. & comment or testimonial.

This feature is available to the public giving them the opportunity to comment and leave reviews about

Lofiistudios via the site, or social media. You understand and agree that commenting under the Lofiistudios

social media page binds you to that respective third-party services privacy policy & that Lofiistudios has no

control over the jurisdiction of the app or site. All users should be responsible and mindful with their posts,

additionally any questions, or concerns regarding the Lofiistudios site regarding user-related posts or

comments should visit the FAQ page found at the bottom of the home site page or send a special request to

create@lofisitudios.com with subject matter “Questions About Posting” along with;

4. Full name,

5. & brief description.

For paid subscribers, all content you post publicly (or privately) will be associated with your account. Non

subscribed users will not have this association, but information concerning their use of the site (such as what

pages they have visited) may be still tracked through the use of cookies and stored by us.

Please remember that if you choose to provide personal data using certain public features of the Site, then

that information is governed by the privacy settings of those particular features and may be publicly

available. Individuals reading such information could possibly use the information you post to share with other

individuals or entities without Lofiistudios control or without your knowledge, and search engines may index

that information. Lofiistudios suggest that you to be careful, & be responsible when selecting the information

you want to post on the internet.

18. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios provides general information to the public about you, when using certain features within the

site or social media app. You can customize what is public or private when you are a paid member to the site

and or also request for changes via create@lofiistudios.com with subject matter “special request user

information update” along with, full name, brief description, & Lofiistudios will respond in a reasonable &

timely manner.

mailto:create@lofisitudios.com
mailto:create@lofiistudios.com
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I. PARTNERING + EVENTS WITH OTHER SERVICE PROVIDERS

Lofiistudios may partner with other individual content creators or practice (B2B) business to business where

both parties cross promote each other for a specific project or event. In such cases Lofiistudios may ask you

to provide personal information to attend the specific event or be apart of the specific project. Lofiistudios

will only collect information for the Lofiistudios site including;

1. Full name,

2. User name,

3. Payment information,

4. Site and page visits,

5. Email,

6. & contact information,

In order to keep you frequently updated about any changes either before, on the day or future events regarding;

1. Time event starts,

2. Requirements, & event details.

Lofiistudios may need to share personal data with partnering service providers in order to provide products or

services to you including;

1. Who is attending by name

2. Vendors name

3. Speakers name

4. Sponsors name

5. Content creators name

Unless Lofiistudios tell you differently, our service providers do not have any right to use personal data or

other information shared with them beyond what is necessary to assist us. You hereby consent to our sharing of

personal data with partnering service providers.

19. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios partners with other individual content creators or B2B collaborations from time to time and

will share any necessary personal data with partnering services to assist with project or event performance.

You hereby understand & agree to these terms.
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J. YOUR PRIVACY RIGHT + CHOICES

Lofiistudios appreciates all who support the site + app.

Lofiistudios uses your personal data from time to time for marketing solutions, and because of that reason

Lofiistudios value user privacy and personal information, & you should know that you have full rights to;

1. Request access to,

2. Receive a copy of,

3. Update,

4. Amend,

5. Delete, or

6. Limit the use of your personal information.

All data retrieval requests must be honored and accompanied by accurate documentation of user identity for

security purposes by law. Additionally, you have the right to file a complaint with your local authority about

personal data retrieval & protection.

You can email create@lofiistudios.com with subject matter “Personal data retrieval request” including your;

1. Full name

2. & accurate documentation of user.

Understand that permanently deleting your Lofiistudios account erases all of your personal information from the

site’s database. Any public activity on your account prior to deletion will remain stored on our servers and

may remain accessible to the public. If you contact our support channels in the future, the system will not be

able to recognize or locate your deleted account.

20. SHORT-TERM

You have many right regarding your personal information including but not limited to; requesting, updating,

amending, & deleting with proper forms of identification for security reasons by law.

mailto:create@lofiistudios.com
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J.1 OPT-OUT + DO NOT TRACK

The Digital Advertising Alliance (“DAA”) and Network Advertising Initiative (“NAI”), several media and

marketing associations developed an industry self-regulatory program to give consumers a better understanding

of and greater control over ads that are customized based on their online behavior across different websites.

To make choices about interest-based ads from participating third parties, vist

http://www.networkadvertising.org/choices or www.aboutads.info/choices.

Subscribed members can access personal information associated with your account by logging into the

Lofiistudios site. Non subscribers and subscribers can access and delete cookies through their web browser

settings.

You can always opt not to disclose certain information to us via create@lofiistudios.com with subject matter

“Opt-Out Personal Data Request” including;

1. Full name

2. & brief description.

Understand that such information may be needed to take advantage of some of our features. You can opt-out of

certain cookies and tracking technologies by “Do Not Track” or (DNT) option, which allows you to signal to

operators of websites, web applications, and services that you do not wish for tracking of your online

activities on websites. You can reset your mobile device’s “advertising identifier” or set it to opt-out of

targeted advertising by;

iOS: Choosing “Limit Ad Tracking” in your device’s settings menu.

Android: under settings on your device

21. SHORT-TERM

You can limit ad tracking and information gathering technologies by using the opt-out feature for unwanted

“cookies” or the “do not track” feature.

http://www.networkadvertising.org/choices
http://www.aboutads.info/choices
mailto:create@lofiistudios.com
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K. CALIFORNIA PRIVACY RIGHTS

Under California Civil Code sections 1798.83-1798.84, California residents are entitled to ask us for a notice

identifying the categories of personal customer information which we share with our affiliates and/or third

parties for marketing purposes, and providing contact information for such affiliates and/or third parties. If

you are a California resident and would like a copy of this notice then email create@lofiistudios.com with

subject matter “California privacy rights request” including;

1. Full name

2. & brief description.

22. SHORT-TERM

Residents of California may and have full rights to request their personal information by law.

mailto:create@lofiistudios.com
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L. DATA RENTETION LENGTH?

Lofiistudios retain personal data about you for as long as you have a “paid subscription” account or use any of

our public features or services in site.  Some cases will require longer retention of personal data, if doing

so is necessary to;

1. Comply with legal obligations,

2. Resolve disputes or collect fees owed,

3. Or is otherwise permitted or required by applicable law, rule or regulation.

4. You request removal.

Afterwards, we retain some information via public posts or social media posts in the form of “user-content”;

1. Comments

2. Images

3. Testimonial review

4. & video testimonial reviews.

only that lead up to the termination, deletion or deactivation of your account for any reason and not in a way

that would identify you personally.

23. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios may retain your personal information as long as you have a paid subscription, or use of the sites

public features. You may request removal of your personal information that Lofiistudios gather by first

following the authentication process for security reasons by law.
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L. SECURITY

Lofiistudios is protected by industry standard security. With good faith and diligence Lofiistudios will use

better business practices to protect the personal information provided by you, including physical, & electronic

information.  

Regardless, we cannot and do not guarantee the absolute protection and security of your personal information

you upload, publish or otherwise share publicly via site or app. We encourage paid subscribers to;

1. Set strong passwords for your account,

2. & avoid providing sensitive personal information to the public.

Furthermore, because certain areas of communication are less secure than others including;

1. e-mail

2. instant text messaging

All of Lofiistudios emails & texts will have a mini custom “confidentiality agreements” foot noted under each

curated message, handled on a case by case basis stating;

1. What we will ask of you,

2. Who the intended recipient is,

3. Why we are reaching out or following up,

4. Confidential Footnote agreement.

Lofiistudios urges users to be responsible when sending personal information this way, because their may be

imitated forms of contactors & scammers out to devalue business credibility. Lofiistudios will never ask you

for money or any unreasonable request outside of any topics that does not deal with;

1. Lofiistudios

2. Service details via service form only

3. Collaborations via service form only

4. Events via service form only

If you recognize fraudulent forms of communications, we request and encourage you to email

create@lofiistudios.com with subject matter “fraudulent activity detected” including;

1. Full name

2. & brief description.

 Generally speaking, to protect account information and ensure that it is kept private, you should always sign

off your Lofiistudios account before stepping away from your computer. Additionally, after logging in and using

Lofiistudios site on a web or app via a public computer or using public wifi, clear your history for added

protection and security by going to the web browser settings and “clear history”.

mailto:create@lofiistudios.com
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24. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios data is protected by industry standard security, along with providing self-help guides to better

business practices regarding your privacy with good faith and diligence.
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K. JOBS + CAREERS

Lofiistudios currently welcomes

1. Interns,

2. Influencers,

3. & affiliate marketers

as qualified applicants. Interested applicants should apply under the site careers page or just send an email

with subject matter “Interested in working for Lofiistudios” including your;

1. Full name,

2. Contact information

3. Brief description,

4. Latest portfolio,

5. Position seeking,

6. Primary skill,

7. & why you are interested in working with Lofiistudios.

Qualified applicants will go through a second round online interview and be debriefed on Lofiistudios policy,

position goals, terms & agreement for role.

Applicants information will be kept private and used solely for internal recruitment or personal

recommendations with purposes including;

1. Identifying Applicants,

2. Evaluating the applications,

3. Offering positions,

4. & contacting applicants by phone, email, or in writing. 

If you previously submitted your applicants personal information to Lofiistudios, and now wish to access,

update, or have application deleted email create@lofiistudios.com with subject matter “Application update”

including;

1. Full name

2. & brief description.

25. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios welcomes interns, influencers, and affiliate marketers for job, career, partnership and

collaboration opportunities.

mailto:create@lofiistudios.com
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L. POLICY UPDATES

Lofiistudios may update this privacy policy as required by applicable law when necessary updates have been made

to personal information collection, usage, and data storage. If Lofiistudios makes any changes, then you will

be notified prior to the updated change becoming effective via email. In relation to any updated privacy

policy, your continued use of the Lofiistudios site automatically opts you in to the new privacy policy terms

and you are encouraged to periodically review this page for the latest information on Lofiistudios privacy

policy including all information with respect to the site, mobile app, & your use only.

K.1 Questions + Concerns?

Email create@lofiistudios.com with subject matter “Questions about privacy policy” including;

1. Full name

2. & brief description.

26. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios will update this privacy policy when necessary. Your continued use of the site regarding any

privacy policy changes, automatically opts you into updated site rules and regulations.

mailto:create@lofiistudios.com
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M. PUBLIC AREAS

Lofisitudios offers public site blogs, resources, creative Lab, film & community support groups. You understand

that personal information you provide under these areas may be read, collected, and used by others who access

them. To request removal of your personal information email create@lofiistudios.com with subject matter

“Removal of personal information request” including

1. Full name

2. & brief description.

Third-party applications allows users to post a comment, or upload images & videos including but not limited

to, facebook, instagram, & twitter are out of Lofiistudios jurisdiction. If you want to remove the personal

information you posted on that platform you must contact the third-party you used. You understand and agree

that you are posting at your own risk in public areas. Visit section L security for more details.

27. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios public areas are provided to site users. You understand that anyone can access this area freely

and you should be responsible and mindful with “content” you wish to post on the site. You understand and agree

that you are posting at your own risk. Additionally, Lofiistudios cannot guarantee site users absolute security

or privacy with any personal information you post on the site, app or through third-party platforms.

mailto:create@lofiistudios.com
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N. SHORT-TERM + THECOOL

Lofiistudios provides “short-term + thecool” only for clarity, and in no way legally binds you to the expressed

rules, regulations, definitions, & terms.

You may access and view other language versions by changing your site language settings. If a translated

(non-english) version of this privacy policy conflicts in any way with its english version, the provisions of

the english version shall prevail.

28. SHORT-TERM

Lofiistudios “Short-term + thecool” section is provided strictly for extra clarity purposes and does not

accurately describe or legally bind you to the terms of this privacy policy.
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O. CONTACT

Create@lofiistudios.com
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